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Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. I swapped the known good
bulb from the other side and the low beam was still out, even though the high beam and fog
lights were all functional. I started researching other causes for the issue and discovered that
and later model year Dodge trucks have no fuses nor relays controlling power to the lights.
When you turn on the headlights, the wires to the low beams return a signal to the ECM Engine
Control Module which sends power to the lamps. Perhaps the goal was to drive more DIY
repairs back to the dealership. But I digressâ€¦. Should amperage fall outside the preset normal
operating range, a fault signal is sent to the module. Apparently, after a certain number of power
cycles the circuit will be permanently disabled by the computer until it is reset or replaced.
Unfortunately, resetting only works for a short period and that is if the issue is caught in time.
But of course, the first step anyone is going to take when a headlight goes out will be to replace
the bulb. Other steps might include tracking down loose wires, testing the switch, or replacing a
fuse or relay â€” if there was one! With so much discussion about the Dodge Ram low beam
headlight issue however, chances are the cause is a computer module failure. First, let me state
that I am not a certified technician, I cannot guarantee this will work for your truck, nor do I
accept any liability for damage resulting from the following procedure. The credit for this cheap
fix actually goes to Rene, for correctly answering the Dodge mechanic at the dealership who
asked her if her husband was handy with electronics. Jump the low beam power lead from the
opposite side. If you are so inclined, have at it. The only challenge I encountered was tracking

down the correct wires at the wiring harness. I easily found and confirmed the white and tan
wire from the right headlight leading into the black box. The white and green wire in the blue
box, however, did not test positive for continuity from the left headlight. This was either a wire
to something else, or it may have indicated a break in the wire somewhere between the wiring
harness and the lamp. Either way, the fix I describe below solved the problem. If you can
correctly identify the two low beam wires in the gang plugs pictured above, this job will be
much easier and take even less time. So I connected a jump directly between the two lamp
sockets and routed the wire safely along the frame under the front grill. Use a meter to identify
which hole powers the low beam, in my case it was on the right with the retaining clip on top.
Once I confirmed that both low beams lit up after splicing into the power from the other side, I
routed the jump wire along the frame to the other side, securing it with zip-ties. At each end I
tucked the new wire into the plastic wire harness tubing and left enough slack at each end for
easy replacement of the bulbs. The only thing that might have made my job easier would have
been some snap on splice connectors. Prior to reading this or the forum discussions I provided
links to above, one might be inclined to just test voltage to the low beams on each side as part
of the troubleshooting procedure when trying to fix a Dodge Ram truck with a headlight out on
one side. Doing so will likely just have you scratching your head like I did when I discovered
both wires were getting the exact same power. Or, if you have a thousand bucks to burn, take
your truck to the dealership and let them do it. If you catch it early enough, they may be able to
flash the ROM in the computer and clear the fault most likely causing the trouble, for a while.
What do you think? Tags: Dodge Ram , Repairs , saving. I had this problem after trying HIDs, I
did not put load cancelers on pass side. I disconnected the batteries for one day and it worked
again!!! Thanks for the feedback! Are you saying your low beam off issue was resolved simply
by disconnecting both batteries for 24 hours? I have A mechanic that is able to do the work I
just need a diagnosis Or some type of feed to give him. Any suggestions? Thank you. Certainly
sounds like a similar issue, and likely related to a faulty TIPM. Good luck! Please come back and
comment once you get it sorted out. Just did this on a Cummins Diesel. Worked Beautifully.
Took me about 30 minutes. Thank you so much! It could be a wireharness issue as well. Ok, my
Dodge Ram, 5. What in the hell can I do? I have been driving around at night with only 1
headlight. Can I just jump the light? Good question! If both lo and hi beams are out, then it is a
different issue than I describe here. A Full-timing Stranger in a Strange Land. Get what
reprogrammed? Any shop will program the new TIPM upon installation. Would this be similar to
a 96 ram ? I have heard owners say yes, but I offer no promises. Leave a Reply Click here to
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